Start-Up Co-Founders Wanted
Software Development
Disrupt the Graduate Recruitment Process

Looking to join a start-up where you can apply your software development skills for a global
application? Are you ready to disrupt the graduate recruitment process? Then consider being a cofounder working alongside an industry expert to bring the application to market.
The present graduate recruitment process is highly inefficient for both students and employers. It
leads to wasted resources and sub-optimum outcomes. With deep domain knowledge, Peter Pychtin
has developed a digital platform using digitised data and algorithms to better match students and
employers. It’s been tested with real data with positive feedback from employers.
To bring the product to market, I’m seeking developers who are passionate about changing graduate
recruitment. You will provide the technical expertise – coding, UX / UI and database development. If
you want to be part of something big, this is your chance to be a co-founder. This is not a paid
position but will include equity participation.
To be considered you will be:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Excited and passionate about transforming graduate recruitment
Committed to devote a minimum of 10 hours per week
Experienced within or across full stack development for web applications
Experience with mobile development (optional)
Ready to reach out to other resources for technical support when/if needed
In for the long-term

As a co-founder / developer you will:
•
•
•

Work on a platform and algorithm already designed and tested
Gain commercial insights working with a senior business executive
Use a hosted server environment

The intent is to take the beta product to market for commercial use in late 2017. Then secure
investor seed funding to expand and develop the product further.
Being a co-founder is a big step. It requires both parties getting to know, trust and be confident with
each other.
I am open to the number of co-founders and I am open to international or local students.
Next Step
If you are interested please email me your resume with a statement of your interest to
peter.pychtin@northeastquadrant.com.au . I will then share details of the application for you to
consider. Any questions, call me Peter Pychtin on 02 9419 6811.

